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Docket No. 11-0710 

NICOR GAS COMPANY’S  
REPLY BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS 

Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor Gas”) respectfully 

submits its Reply Brief on Exceptions (“RBOE”) in accordance with Section 200.830 of the 

Rules of Practice of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”), 83 Ill. Adm. Code 

200.830, and the schedule established by Chief Administrative Law Judge Wallace (“ALJ”).   

I. INTRODUCTION 

The ALJ’s December 22, 2011 Proposed Order (“Proposed Order” or “PO”) correctly 

concluded that:  (i) in total, Nicor Gas and Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois 

(“Ameren”) should bear no more than 84% of the capital cost and operation and maintenance 

costs associated with the SNG facility; (ii) Section 14.20 must remain in the sourcing agreement 

(“Sourcing Agreement”) and Public Act 97-0630 does not dictate otherwise; and (iii) the 

Commission should not fix the percentage of debt used to calculate the Capital Component of the 

Base Contract Price to be charged under the Sourcing Agreement until Chicago Clean Energy, 

LLC (“CCE”) completes its debt financing.  Nicor Gas noted the correctness of these findings, in 

particular, in its Brief on Exceptions (“BOE”) at pages 1-2 (citing PO at 20, 21, 32).   
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CCE attacks the Proposed Order in many respects, but its arguments are both contrary to 

the applicable provisions of the Public Utilities Act (“Act”) and unfounded.  Moreover, hanging 

over CCE’s individual arguments are its demanding and, frankly, threatening pronouncements 

(pointing to improper submissions1) that the Commission must either accept its arguments 

wholesale or imperil the project.  But whether the project can be completed is not, and should 

not, be an issue that the Commission considers.  The Commission’s charge is expressly set forth 

in the Act, and nothing in the Act asks the Commission to consider the viability of the project.  A 

BOE was also filed by the so-called “Economic Development Intervenors” (“EDI”), a group that 

belatedly appeared and purports to submit with its BOE “evidence” favoring CCE’s Exceptions.  

Nicor Gas disagrees with much of this polemic, but limits its reply to the most critical issues2 

raised by CCE’s Exceptions and the improper submissions purporting to support them.   

First, CCE wrongly claims that the Commission lacks authority to modify the treatment 

of billing determinants in the Illinois Power Agency’s (“IPA”) approved form of Sourcing 

Agreement.  CCE BOE at 6, 13-17, 34-36.  The Act assigns to the Commission, not the IPA, the 

responsibility to establish the correct billing determinants amount to be used to calculate the 

Capital Component and the O&M Component of the Base Contract Price to be charged under the 

Sourcing Agreement.  Alternatively, CCE argues that it is improper application of cost causation 

principles to set the billing determinants amount at the projected annual output of CCE’s facility 

as it would only provide for 84% cost recovery from Nicor Gas and Ameren of CCE’s capital 

costs and operation and maintenance costs.  CCE BOE at 36-39.  As set forth in Nicor Gas’ 

                                                 
1 CCE improperly attempts to introduce “evidence” into the record through attachments to its BOE.  Such 

an act was not contemplated at this late stage of the proceeding and deprives other parties of an opportunity to test 
and respond to such claims.  Section V of this RBOE addresses this point. 

2 Although CCE purports to number its Exceptions in its BOE (at 6-7), this list of Exceptions numbers does 
not flow through to the argument in its BOE or, more importantly, to its proposed Exceptions Language.  
Accordingly, Nicor Gas will address the issues that underlie several of CCE’s Exceptions rather than any particular 
Exception number.  
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December 16, 2011 Statement of Position (“Position Statement”) and discussed below, the 

Proposed Order correctly concludes that the two utilities should only bear 84% of such costs.  

Second, CCE again mischaracterizes Section 14.20 of the Sourcing Agreement as a 

termination provision subject to Public Act 97-0630.  CCE BOE at 7, 42-43.  As discussed in 

Nicor Gas’ Position Statement and as determined in the Proposed Order, Section 14.20 of the 

Sourcing Agreement is not a termination provision as contemplated in Public Act 97-0630.  

Indeed, rather than creating termination rights, Section 14.20 ensures that the terms the 

Commission approves continue to be respected.  

Third, CCE contends the Commission should set the Capital Component of the Base 

Contract Price to be charged under the Sourcing Agreement based on an assumption of 70% debt 

financing by CCE even though the actual debt percentage will not be known until CCE finances 

the SNG project.  CCE BOE at 7, 46-48.  As discussed in Nicor Gas’ Position Statement and as 

determined in the Proposed Order (at 20), the actual debt percentage achieved by CCE should be 

used to determine the Capital Component of the Base Contract Price. 

Fourth, CCE asserts that the Proposed Order’s conclusions on the billing determinants 

amount, the retention of Section 14.20 in the Sourcing Agreement and certain other issues will 

be fatal to the financial viability of the SNG project if not corrected by the Commission.  CCE 

improperly offers two affidavits with its Brief on Exception allegedly to substantiate these 

assertions.  The Commission’s responsibility in this proceeding is dictated by the Act,3 and, as 

noted above, questions about the viability of the project are not relevant to the Commission’s 

analysis here.  If, in following the dictates of the Act, the Commission’s adoption of the 

Proposed Order’s conclusions ultimately were to doom the project’s future, that is only because 
                                                 

3 EDI submitted a letter signed by several State legislators advising the Commission concerning the 
purported legislative history and intent behind P.A. 97-0096 and P.A. 97-0630.  As discussed in Section V below, 
this letter is not germane to a determination of the legislative intent of these laws.   
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CCE unfairly demands more of Nicor Gas and Ameren and their customers than the Act 

provides.  In short, the arguments offered by CCE concerning the SNG project’s financial 

viability are not relevant to the Commission’s determinations in this proceeding and the 

affidavits offered by CCE are extraneous and improper and should be disregarded.   

For the reasons set forth below and in Nicor Gas’ Position Statement and its Brief on 

Exceptions and other submissions in this proceeding, the Commission should reject all CCE’s 

arguments and Exceptions that would (i) impose on Nicor Gas and Ameren, together, 

responsibility for more than 84% of the capital cost and operation and maintenance costs 

associated with the SNG facility, (ii) remove Section 14.20 from the Sourcing Agreement or (iii) 

fix the percentage of debt used to calculate the Capital Component of the Base Contract Price to 

be charged under the Sourcing Agreement before CCE completes its debt financing.4   

II. THE COMMISSION HAS AUTHORITY TO SET THE BILLING 
DETERMINANTS IN THE SOURCING AGREEMENT AND THE PROPER 
BILLING DETERMINANTS AMOUNT IS EQUAL TO THE PROJECTED 
ANNUAL OUTPUT OF THE SNG FACILITY 

A. The Proposed Order Correctly Found That The Commission Is 
Responsible For Establishing The Billing Determinants To Be Used 
To Compute The Capital Component And The O&M Component. 

CCE agrees with Nicor Gas that the issue of billing determinants requires special 

attention by the Commission.  CCE BOE at 13.  However, CCE obfuscates this issue with 

lengthy argument about the supposed intent of the statutes relating to the SNG project and its 

alleged benefits.  The EDI BOE offers still more of the same.  None of this argument, however, 

has anything to do with the Commission’s responsibility in this proceeding.  The statutes are 

clear as to what the Commission is directed to do in this proceeding. 

                                                 
4 As addressed in Section VI below, the Commission should also reject CCE’s request to correct purported 

scrivener’s errors in Sections 4.2, 4.8 and 5.1 of the Sourcing Agreement for the reasons set forth in Nicor Gas’ 
Position Statement and Exhibit C thereto.    
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At its core, CCE’s argument is that the Proposed Order “erroneously finds that the 

Commission has the authority under the Act to alter the billing determinants set by the IPA.”  

CCE  BOE at 35.  On the contrary, the Act provides for Commission responsibility for 

establishing the billing determinants that will be used to compute the Capital Component and the 

O&M Component of the Base Contract Price.  Specifically, Section 9-220(h-3)(1) of the Act 

provides for the inclusion in the Sourcing Agreement of “a capital recovery charge approved by 

the Commission.”  220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-3)(1).  Similarly, Section 9-220(h-3)(2) of the Act 

provides for the inclusion in the Sourcing Agreement of a charge for “[o]peration and 

maintenance costs approved by the Commission.”  220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-3)(2).  Section 5.2 of the 

Sourcing Agreement provides for these two charges as component “A” (the “Capital 

Component”) and component “B” (the “O&M Component”), respectively, of the Base Contract 

Price.  In the Sourcing Agreement, each of these components is designated as a “$[X.XX] per 

MMBtu” charge, reflecting that the Commission is assigned the responsibility to determine the 

actual dollar amount of each of these component charges on a per unit basis.  Schedule 5.2A and 

Schedule 5.2B of the Sourcing Agreement set forth formulas that purport to indicate the 

procedure for determining the Capital Component and the O&M Component, respectively.   

The IPA initially set the number of billing determinants in Section 5.2 of the Sourcing 

Agreement by directing that 43.5 Bcf be used as the Annual Contract Quantity for the Capital 

Component and the O&M Component of the Base Contract Price and again in Schedule 5.2A 

and Schedule 5.2B of the Sourcing Agreement by directing that the Maximum Annual Contract 

Quantity of 42,064,500 MMBtu be used as the number of billing determinants to set the Capital 

Component and the O&M Component.  However, in its December 20, 2011 response to the 

parties’ Statements of Position, the IPA stated that it agrees with Nicor Gas that the number of 
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billing determinants it used were incorrect and it advocated in favor of the Commission adopting 

Nicor Gas’ proposed changes in this respect.5  IPA Resp. at 2. 

The IPA’s support of Nicor Gas’ position makes eminent sense because the Act gives 

responsibility to the Commission, not the IPA, for setting the billing determinants to be used to 

calculate prices.  Section 9-220(h-1)(12) of the Act provides that a “utility is responsible to pay 

only the Commission determined unit price cost of SNG that is purchased by the utility”.  220 

ILCS 5/9-220(h-1)(12) (emphasis added).  Further, Sections 9-220(h-3)(1) and (2) of the Act 

describe how the Commission sets the Capital Component and the O&M Component.  Those 

sections provide that the Commission must begin with inputs provided by the Capital 

Development Board (“CDB”) and CCE to establish the total capital cost and total annual 

operation and maintenance cost of the CCE project, but otherwise leaves it to the Commission to 

make the determination about how those total costs are to be converted to unit charges.  

Significantly, nothing in Section 9-220(h-3) compels the Commission to accept any inputs from 

the IPA in setting the Capital Component or the O&M Component of the Base Contract Price. 

Thus, the Proposed Order correctly concluded that it is for the Commission to decide the 

correct number of billing units to use to calculate the Capital Component and the O&M 

Component, and, therefore, the Commission is not bound by the number of billing determinants 

used by the IPA in the Sourcing Agreement.  

                                                 
5 Contrary to CCE’s contention (BOE at 18), the IPA is not reversing its earlier decision.  The IPA is an 

intervenor in this proceeding advocating a position.  It is not the decision-maker in this docket, the Commission is.  
The IPA exceeded its statutory authority when it purported to set the billing determinants amount in the Sourcing 
Agreement it approved for submission to the Commission.  The Commission is not bound to accept the billing 
determinants amount set by the IPA without authority any more than it would be required to accept a Capital 
Component amount had the IPA included one in the Sourcing Agreement.         
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B. The Proposed Order Correctly Found That The Number Of Billing 
Units Used To Calculate The Capital Component And The O&M 
Component Is To Be Based On The Projected Annual Output Of The 
CCE Project.   

In order to set the Capital Component and the O&M Component of the Base Contract 

Price in the Sourcing Agreement, the Commission must decide the number of “billing 

determinants” to be used in the computation.  In other words, to derive these per MMBtu 

charges, the Commission needs to divide the approved total capital costs and the approved total 

annual operation and maintenance costs for the CCE project by an appropriate number of 

volumetric units.  In this respect, the Proposed Order correctly determined that the formulae 

reflected in Schedule 5.2A and Schedule 5.2B of the Sourcing Agreement employed an incorrect 

billing determinants amount to develop the per MMBtu capital cost recovery charge and the per 

MMBtu operation and maintenance charge, which resulted in an excessive allocation of costs to 

Nicor Gas and Ameren under the Sourcing Agreement.  PO at 21 & App.  To rectify that error, 

the Proposed Order correctly concluded that, “together, Nicor and [Ameren] should be 

responsible for bearing 84% of the capital cost associated with the SNG facility” as “reflected in 

the Appendix to this Order.”  Id.   

More specifically, in deciding the correct number of billing units to be used to calculate 

the Capital Component and the O&M Component of the Base Contract Price under the Sourcing 

Agreement, the Proposed Order relied upon the figure of 44,787,326 MMBtu for the “projected 

annual output” of the CCE facility.  That is because the unit price must be determined by 

dividing the total costs, as defined in Section 9-220(h-3), by the projected annual output of the 

facility.  220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-3).  As the Proposed Order recognized, this methodology works 

both as a practical matter and in accordance with cost causation principles by accurately pricing 

each unit of output using the total cost and the total projected annual output of the facility.  Cost 
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causation principles are implicit in the rate setting called for under the Act.  Section 9-220(h-1) 

provides for re-allocation of volume commitments among the purchasing utilities in the event 

some utilities elect the rate case option.  There would be no purpose in such a re-allocation 

exercise if all costs were to be fully borne by the remaining utilities regardless of cost causation.  

Further, the Proposed Order’s proper application of this methodology comports with the 

statutory mandate in Section 9-220(h-1)(12), which provides that the utilities pay no more than 

the unit price cost of SNG for the units that the utilities purchase, by allocating only a 

proportionate share of the cost of SNG to the units that the utilities purchase.     

Nicor Gas also pointed out the obvious implication of CCE’s argument that it can be 

made responsible for a greater share of the project’s costs than is justified by its customers’ use.  

In the extreme case, this view would justify making Nicor Gas responsible for 100% of the costs 

of the facility if it were the only participating utility.  CCE’s attempt at refuting the Proposed 

Order’s agreement with Nicor Gas on these cost causation principles (PO at 21) is to label this 

argument “absurd on its face.”  CCE BOE at 38.  Of course, the legislature did not intend that 

those utilities that did not opt out of the Sourcing Agreement would be forced to pay 100% of the 

cost of the SNG facility for less than the full output: 

The fact of the matter is that Section 9-220(h-3) contemplates a cost of 
service rate structure but does not expressly address how costs are allocated when 
some utilities have elected to opt out.  Can those costs be reallocated to the 
purchasing utilities?  Nicor Gas contends that this could not have been the 
legislative intent because it creates a penalty for those utilities that elected to 
contract versus opt out.  Consider what would happen if all utilities other than 
Nicor Gas had opted out.  It could not have been envisioned that Nicor Gas 
customers could be made to bear 100% of the cost of service for only 42% of the 
output. 

Nicor Gas Position Statement at 8.  Yet, this “absurd” result is the end point of CCE’s argument.  

As the Proposed Order correctly found, “while CCE attempts to refute Nicor’s argument 
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regarding cost causation, it totally ignores the potentially absurd result that its interpretation of 

the statute could easily produce.”  PO at 21. 

In sum, the Proposed Order correctly concluded that it should change the number of 

billing determinants used to calculate the Capital Component and the O&M Component to be 

based on the projected annual output of the SNG facility.6  

III. THE NON-SEVERABILITY PROVISION IN THE SOURCING AGREEMENT IS 
NOT A TERMINATION PROVISION  

Remarkably, CCE continues to seek to disavow – and demands the removal of – the non-

severability provision in the Sourcing Agreement that it initially proposed and that Nicor Gas 

never contested (Section 14.2 of CCE’s initial proposed sourcing agreement submitted to the 

IPA).  In fact, CCE now claims that the Commission must modify the Proposed Order to delete 

Section 14.20 of the Sourcing Agreement “in accordance with the requirements of Section 9-

220(h-4) of the Act as amended by Public Act 97-0630.”  CCE BOE at 7.  However, even CCE 

expressly recognizes that Section 14.20 is a “non-severability provision.”  Id. at 42.  It is not a 

termination provision, and there is no basis in the Act, as recently amended, to delete it. 

Section 14.20 states in its entirety as follows: 

14.20 Non-Severability.  All of the provisions of this Agreement constitute a 
material integral part of the Parties’ agreements and this Agreement shall be 
construed in whole and not in part so that if individual provisions, agreements or 
covenants are determined to be invalid, void or unenforceable by any court having 
jurisdiction, then such determination shall invalidate, void, and make 
unenforceable this Agreement in its entirety. 

                                                 
6 Nicor Gas notes that there is controversy about the “projected annual output” of the SNG facility.  The 

IPA determined the projected annual output to be 47,799,714 MMBtu.  The Proposed Order determines the 
projected annual output to be 44,787,714 MMBtu.  In its Position Statement, Nicor Gas advised that it had initiated 
litigation against the IPA.  One of the contentions by Nicor Gas in that litigation is that the IPA erred in setting the 
projected annual output at 47,799,714 MMBtu rather than at 42,064,500 MMBtu.  What is key to the utilities and 
their customers is preservation of the principle that the utilities together are responsible only for 84% of the capital 
costs and operations and maintenance costs of the SNG facility.  And this principle is achieved only if the projected 
annual output, as finally determined, is used as the billing determinants amount in the calculation of the Capital 
Component and the O&M Component of the Base Contract Price in the Sourcing Agreement.   
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Form of SNG Agreement as Issued by the IPA on October 11, 2011.  

CCE tries to convert this provision into a “termination provision” that is “inconsistent 

with P.A. 97-0630” (CCE’s December 14, 2011 filing) by arguing that it “apparently would 

enable the utilities to terminate the Sourcing Agreement.”  CCE BOE at 43.  This 

characterization is clearly wrong.  It is not a utility termination right provision at all.  A non-

severability clause is a standard provision addressing contract construction.  It creates no “right” 

in any party to terminate the contract.  Rather, it describes the automatic consequence if there is a 

determination of invalidity of some portion of the contract.  It makes clear that the contract is 

what it is, as a whole, and that a subsequent decision cannot rewrite it by removing or modifying 

some of its terms.  Staff similarly concluded that Section 14.20 was not affected by Public Act 

97-0630’s changes to (h-4) because Section 14.20 of the Sourcing Agreement does not deal with 

a gas utility’s right to terminate the sourcing agreement.  Staff’s Position Statement at 23-24 

(emphasis in original).   

Indeed, not only is the non-severability clause not a termination provision inconsistent 

with the Act, it is completely consistent with the requirement that the Commission approve 

certain terms in the contract.  Absent this clause, a later determination partially invalidating a 

provision of the contract could leave the utilities subject to a contract with terms materially 

different than those the Commission approved. 

For these reasons, the Commission should reject CCE’s proposal to delete this clause of 

the contract and adopt the Proposed Order’s conclusion to retain Section 14.20. 

In the alternative, CCE proposes that the Commission direct Nicor Gas and Ameren not 

to exercise their rights under Section 14.20 of the Sourcing Agreement.  CCE BOE at 43-44.  

This alternative proposal makes no sense and should be rejected.  As discussed above, Section 
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14.20 is not a termination right to be “exercised” by CCE or either of the utilities.  The provision 

functions automatically if, for any reason, portions of the Sourcing Agreement are determined by 

a court to be invalid, void or unenforceable. 

IV. THE COMMISSION SHOULD UTILIZE THE ACTUAL PERCENTAGE OF 
DEBT TO SET THE CAPITAL COMPONENT OF THE BASE CONTRACT 
PRICE 

The Proposed Order correctly concluded that the Commission cannot currently fix the 

percentage of debt.  The information required to do that is simply unknown at this time.  PO at 

20.  Nonetheless, CCE demands that the Commission modify the Proposed Order to remove the 

requirement that Schedule 5.2A be adjusted, and to instead fix Schedule 5.2A as submitted by 

CCE on December 14, 2011.  CCE BOE at 7, 46-48.  As Nicor Gas noted in its Position 

Statement, the effect of CCE’s proposal is alter the return on equity if the actual capital structure 

of the project is other than the “base case” 70% debt.  And, contrary to CCE’s proposal, the only 

values that properly are to be fixed by the Commission in this proceeding are:  (i) the approved 

capital costs of the project; (ii) a thirty year term for the debt financing; (iii) the number of 

billing determinants; and (iv) the approved rate of return on equity.  The actual interest rate, the 

actual percentage of debt and all other values that are calculated based on any of those inputs can 

only properly be fixed after CCE’s debt financing has been finalized.  Because it correctly 

indicates the factors relevant to calculating the capital recovery charge that are to be fixed in this 

proceeding and those that are to be computed only after CCE’s debt financing is finalized, the 

Commission should adopt the Proposed Order’s revisions to Schedule 5.2A as reflected in the 

Appendix thereto at page 1, as revised by Nicor Gas’ Exception No. 14.   
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V. THE COMMISSION SHOULD DISREGARD THE EXTRANEOUS AND 
IMPROPER DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED BY CCE AND EDI 

The Commission should disregard the affidavits of Donald W. Maley, Jr. and Hoyt E. 

Hudson submitted as Attachments “B” and “C” with the BOE filed by CCE.  The Commission 

should also disregard the December 27, 2011 letter attached as Exhibit “A” to the BOE filed by 

EDI.  CCE BOE Attach. B and C; EDI Ex. A.  These documents are procedurally and 

substantively improper.  First, these documents offer no assistance to the Commission, which 

faces a straightforward legal obligation to determine certain components in the Sourcing 

Agreement.  Second, CCE and EDI attempt to use these documents to belatedly introduce 

“evidence” in a manner wholly inconsistent with due process.  There is, most fundamentally, no 

opportunity for the other parties to test the veracity of the statements in the documents or to 

respond.  Third, the documents themselves offer nothing more than subjective, unsupported 

statements by their respective authors.  Finally, to the extent that EDI purports to provide 

information regarding the “legislative intent” of two statutes that provide for the SNG project 

(P.A. 97-0096 and P.A. 97-0630), the attached letter does no such thing as it is merely an after-

the-fact subjective accounting by a few legislators.  On the contrary, legislative intent is 

determined by reviewing the language of the statute first and then, only if necessary, reviewing 

the contemporaneous facts surrounding the passage of the legislation. 

In short, the Commission should disregard these documents attached to the Briefs on 

Exceptions of CCE and EDI.  Attempting to include such information is substantively and 

procedurally improper.  Furthermore, the information presented is irrelevant to the 

Commission’s statutorily required determinations under Section 9-220 of the Act.  
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VI. THE COMMISSION SHOULD REJECT THE PURPORTED SCRIVENER’S 
ERRORS CCE PROPOSES TO SECTIONS 4.2, 4.8 AND 5.1 OF THE SOURCING 
AGREEMENT 

CCE argues that the Proposed Order erred in refusing to correct numerous scrivener’s 

errors, including those set forth in Sections 4.2, 4.8 and 5.1 of the Sourcing Agreement.  CCE 

BOE at 49-50, 53-57.  In Exhibit C to its Position Statement, Nicor Gas specifically objected to 

CCE’s proposed changes to Sections 4.2, 4.8 and 5.1 and Nicor Gas maintains those same 

objections here.  For the reasons set forth in Nicor Gas’ Position Statement and Exhibit C 

thereto, the Commission should reject CCE’s request to correct purported scrivener’s errors in 

Sections 4.2, 4.8 and 5.1 of the Sourcing Agreement. 

VII. CONCLUSION  

WHEREFORE, for the reasons set forth herein, in its Brief on Exceptions and in its other 

submissions in this proceeding, Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company 

respectfully requests that the Proposed Order be modified as set forth in Nicor Gas Company’s 

Exceptions shown in the replacement language in Exhibit A to Nicor Gas Company’s Brief on 

Exceptions and, as modified, be adopted by the Commission.  For similar reasons, the 

Commission should decline CCE’s request for oral argument, which would be unlikely to assist 

the Commission in its resolution of the legal issues now before it.   
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Dated:  January 3, 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
John E. Rooney 
Anne W. Mitchell 
Rooney Rippie & Ratnaswamy LLP 
350 West Hubbard Street, Suite 430 
Chicago, Illinois 60654 
(312) 447-2800 
john.rooney@r3law.com 
anne.mitchell@r3law.com 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS GAS COMPANY 
D/B/A NICOR GAS COMPANY 
 
By: /s/  John E. Rooney   
 One of its attorneys 
             
 
 

 

 

 


